
Third Conditional

Name: Result: Date: __/40  __/__/20__

I _____________________ the charge at the police-station-for he didn't
hurt me much-if the policeman ___________________ me.
1.

(not/make) (not/compel)

The court which led to his apartment being now almost filled with stones
and ashes, if he ________________ there any time longer, it
__________________ impossible for him to have made his way out.

2.

(continue) (be)

If he __________________ to go there, the charwoman
___________________ them when she came in the morning, and given that
envelope to the police!

3.

(not/chance) (find)

But he did not care whether the means which he used were fair or foul; and
if his plans ________________, they _____________________ all mankind
into slavery to Rome.

4.

(succeed) (bring)

And now she __________________ down and stayed down if you
_______________ for her.
5.

(go) (not/dive)

How much higher, and thicker they _________________ it, if the enemy
______________________ them, gracious only knows!
6.

(get) (not/interrupt)

How good heaven __________________ if it ___________ me to my
doom then and there!
7.

(be) (send)

Without that-if the world ___________________ that my business was
English, and therefore stable, I _______________________ at all or should
have built with much greater difficulty.

8.

(not/believe) (not/build)

Jimmy ______________________ that if he _____________ the worst.9.
(not/say) (fear)

Betty ______________________ more joy or gratitude, if she
________________ that she should have a coach.
10.

(not/feel) (passive/tell)
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If the boy ________________ to stand on it even a second he
____________________ in.
11.

(attempt) (fall)

He told these men that he ____________________ me if they
____________________ him.
12.

(kill) (not/prevent)

The casualties __________________ much greater, if the enemy
__________________________.
13.

(be) (not/break/and/flee)

And I'm sure that if she __________________ a little more gently, nothing
of all this ______________________.
14.

(passive/treat) (happen)

Thus far, events ________________________ him better if he
______________ them.
15.

(not/suit) (plan)

__________________________ a much better chance of really being so,
if he ____________ a small portion of his time each day to each?
16.

(they/not/have/?) (give)

Self-centered and self-absorbed Balzac no doubt was; he
_______________________ his life or produced his work if he ___________
anything else.

17.

(not/live) (be)

He ____________________ on in a hotel, if the new owner of the place
___________ impatient.
18.

(stay) (be)

If someone else ___________ it to him, deliberately or accidentally, that
person ___________________ precautions too.
19.

(do) (take)

He __________________ a bright boy if he ___________ his health.20.
(be) (keep)
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